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SUMMARY 
An analysis  was made t o  determine the effects of var ious turbojet-  
engine desiep and operating variables and canbinations of these var i -  
ables  on t h e  performance of a supersonic bomber. In orde r  t o  eva lua te  
the  d ivers  engine designs, two bomber flight plans were considered; 
t o  reduce bmber vulnerabi l i ty ,  both plans specif ied supersonic  flight 
over an assumed defended zone. The first flight plan involved cruise 
a t  a Mach number o f  0.9 followed by 8 5 0 0 - m i l e  dash a t  superaonic 
speeds t o  and from the target in the zone and return t o  base a t  a 
flight Mach number of 0.9. The second flight plan involved all-  - 8UpersOIliC C T U i 8 8 .  
The merit of the various engine designa and the r e l a t i v e  importance 
of the various deerlgn parameters were evaluated  chief ly  by m e a n s  of 
t h e  t o t a l  r a d i u s  for both the flight plans.  Take-off distance and 
maneuverability a t  the cmbat condition were also Invest igated.  The 
e f f e c t  on bmber performance of changes in the fol laTing var iables  
wae Investigated: zone afterburner temperature,  compressor  pressure 
r a t i o ,  compressor eff ic iency,  turbine-inlet temperature, turbine 
efficiency, air-handling capacity, engine spec i f i c  w e i g h t ,  and exhaust- 
nozzle canfiguration. In  o r d e r  t o  produce a given th rue t ,  a va r i -  
a t i o n  in zone afterburner temperature Fnvolves a change in engine 
s i ze ;  t he  lower the zone afterburner temperature, the larger the 
engine size  required.  For the al l -supersonic  flight plan, the air- 
plane radius is r e l a t i v e l y  i n s e n s i t i v e  t o  the zone afterburner tempera- 
ture. For t he  flight plan involving a r e l a t i v e l y  large amount of 
subsonic flight, the t o t a l  radiue increases as the zone af terburner  t e m -  
perature is fncreased. Regardless of the amount of supersonic flight in 
the  f l i g h k  plan, t h e  afterburner temperature in the C ~ ~ n b 8 t  zone should 
probably not exceed 300O0 R, in order t o  ensure adequate thrust  margins 
during take-off, climb, and accelerat ion.  - 
Based on the a s smpt ion  that engine spec i f i c  weight is independent 
of  compressor  pressure rat io ,  the ai rplane radius  for  present-day 
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engine components is re la t ive ly  insens i t ive  to campressor pressure 
r a t io .  For the all-supersonic fl ight p h ,  campressor PI 'esSUm ra t io8  
up t o  9 give near-maxlmum performance. For the fl ight plan Involving the 
500-mile supersonic radius, a compressor pressure r a t i o  of approxi- 
mately 1 2  gives maximum airplane radiue. &creases in turbine- 
inlet temperature produce gains in airplane rad ius ,  e s p e c i a l l y  a t  
high values of compressor pressure rat io .  Subst i tut ion of  a convergent 
exhaust mzzle f o r  a convergent-divergent nozzle may penalize the 
bomber radius up t o  24 percent, depending on the  amount of supersonic 
cruise  in the  f l ight  plan.  The combhation of several  improvements 
t o  provide an "advanced" turbojet engine increased airplane radius 
about 36 percent, considerably more than the  sum of the improvements 
a t t r i bu tab le  to  ind iv idua l  component changes. 
" - - 
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The vulnerabi l i ty  of subsonic bombers t o  advanced interception 
techniques has promoted In te res t  in airplanes capable of supereonic 
flight over enemy defended  zones. In general, the mimion of the 
supersonic bomber consists of take-off,  subsonic cruise over friendly 
terr i tory,  supersonic  dash overthe defended zones t o  and from the  ta r -  
get ,  and return t o  base a t  subsonic speeds. Turbojet engines for the 
propulsion of airplanes of th i s  type  must meet c e r t a i n  requirements for 
each phase of t h e  f l i g h t  p lan .  The engine m e t  provide suf f ic ien t  thrust 
t o  allow take-off f rm runways of a masonable length. D u r F n g  cruise 
over f r i end ly   t e r r i t o ry ,  low spec i f i c   fue l  consumption is of great a 
importance. In order t o  obtain high speeds and maneuverability, the 
engine must provide suf 'f icient thrust  to allow acceleratim through 
the transonic range and excess  thrus ts  a t  high f l ight  speeds.  The 
turbojet engine, serving as a power plant f o r  the  bomber, can be 
designed t o  aa8ure the aircraf t .adequate  performance in each of these 
regions . 
The investigation discussed in  the present report is an analye18 
of the turbojet  engine as the power plant for bmbers capable of 
supersonic flight speeds. A similar analysis,  in which the turbojet  
engine is considered for the propulsion of supereonic f i g h t e r   a i r c m f t ,  
is presented in reference 1. Because of the continuing improvements 
being made in the cmponeflts comprising the turbojet enghe,  the  
analflical study presented here- was made t o  ascer ta in   the   e f fec ts  
of these engine component changes on the perfomnance of bombers and 
t o  evaluate their  relative importance.  
Two f l i g h t  p l a n e  am considered in  th i s  r epor t .  The first coneista 
of a subsonic cruise portion followed by 500 milee at supersonic speed 
over enemy t e r r i t o ry ;  t he  pay load is then dropped and the bomber re turns  
supersonically 500 miles and continues t o  base a t  a subsonic speed. . 
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In the second f l ight  p l a n ,  the entire cruise flight of the bmber is 
made a t  supersonic speeds. Both the subsonic and the supersonic flights 
were made on Breguet flight p lans  a t  the alti tude for maxlmum range, 
that is, the one for which the product of drag-lift r a t i o  and specific 
fuel consumption was a m i n i m u m .  . A representative airplane canfiguration 
was selected, and the effect on airplane perfomance of individual 
variations of the principal engine deal- variables was computed.  The 
sui tabi l i ty  of the various engine conFiguratians and the relative 
importance of the different engine design variables are judged princi- 
pally by the   total  bomber rad ius ,  generally for a fixed g r o ~ s  weight. 
Take-off distance and maneuverability were also  investigated. 
The engine desiga variables considered were cmpressor pressure 
ratio, cmpressor and turbine efficiency, turbine-Inlet temperature, 
afterburner temperature, engine specific weight, and engine air- 
handling capacity. mines equipped with variable-area convergent and 
convergent-divergent exhaust nozzles were investigated. For the most 
part, changes in engine co&iguratlon were studied a t  a fixed take-off 
p o s e  weight; the effect of changes in gross weight on radius was also 
determined. 
The two  flight plans considered are shown schematically in 
figure 1. These flight p h s  tend t o  cover the extremes in the 
percentage of f l i gh t   a t  supersonic speeds that m i g h t  be expected in 
the f l ight  of a supersonic bomber. The first f l igh t  p a  had a sub- 
sonic portion, followed by 500 miles a t  eupersonic speeds t o  the  target, 
500 miles a t  supersonic speeds away f r o m  the target, and a final sub- 
sonic portion back t o  base. The subsonic portions were assumed t o  be 
flown a t  0.9 Mach number. For the second f l ight  plan, the entire 
flight t o  and €Yam the  target was assumed t o  be floun at supersonic 
speeds. In general, a supersonic Mach  number of 2 was assumed. It 
was further aesumed that a l l  cruise  flight followed a Breguet flight 
p l a n ,  and that in a l l  instances the initial altitude was chosen t o  
give maximum range f o r  the  particular flight p l a n  being considered. 
It was assumed that 5 percent of the original fuel load was maintained 
in the tanks a t  the end of the fl ight a s  reserve. In general, the 
amount of fuel burned and the distance covered during take-off, climb, 
and acceleration were neglected. (Calculatiow indicated that the 
results obtained from the analysis were not slgnfficantly affected 
by neglecting  these compensating factors.) 
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For  a l l  calculations,  except those in which the e f f e c t  of gross 
w e i g h t  W&E investigated, the airplane take-off gross weight W ~ S  assumed 
crew and electronic  equipment, 5000 pounds was bomb load, and the 
remainder was dist r ibuted among engines, fuel, and f u e l  tanks. Although 
a delta wing with a spec t   r a t io  of 2 and thic-hess-chord rat io  of  0.05 
was chosen f o r  this analysis,  the resul ts ,  insofar  as the r e l a t i v e  
e f f e c t s  of the various engine parameters on airplane performance a re  
concerned, are na t   e spec ia l ly   c r i t i oa l  t o  the par t i cu la r  wing type 
choeen. The take-off wing loading was assumed t o  be 100 pounde p e r  
square foot. The fuselage, for a g r o s s  weight of .150,0W pounde, was 
assumed t o  have a maxhum diameter of 8 feet .  $or other values of 
gross weight, the fuselage maximum diameter was assumed t o  vary as 
the cube root  of the g o e s  weight. For a l i  cases, the ave r -a l l  fLnenes8 
r a t i o  of  the fuselage- was 12. The engines w e r e  assumed t o  be mounted 
in nacelles, m e  on either s ide .  of the a s e l a g e .  The over-a l l  fineness 
r a t i o  of the nacel les  wa8 9. The e t r u c t u r e  t o  gross weight r a t i o  was 
decreased t o  0.225 for a groae weight of 200,ooO pound8 and increased 
t o  0.25 f o r  a gross weight of 100,000 pounds. 
Ai rp l ane  drag was computed by summing the drag of wing, t a i l ,  
fuselage , and nacelles. It waE assumed that the e n t i r e  .wing area, 
including that blanketed by the fwelage, was  e f fec t ive  in  producFng 
l i f t ;  whereas, only the exposed wing area was aseumed t o  produce drag. 
The t a i l  drag was assumed t o  be 20 percent of the wing zero- l i f t   d rag .  
The airplane l i f t - d r a g  ratio8 obtained for a representative canfigu- 
r a t ion  were approximately 11 a t  a bhch number of 0.9 and about 5 at a 
Mach number of 2 .  Further details regarding the serodynamic aesumptione 
are preBented Fn the appendix. 
Procedure and Engine Operation 
The analysis  was an off-design study, in that t h e  engines were 
assumed t o  be designed f o r   s e a - l e v e l   s t a t i c  conditions and then operated, 
a t  all flight Mach number6 and al t i tude9 e~cept ing subsonic  cruiae,  
a t  constant mechanical speed. The performance a t  the combat-zone Mach 
numbers WE therefore off-design w i t h  reepect t o  compressor aerodynamic 
speed and associated air flow and compressor efficiency. For the part- 
subsonic  f l ight  p l a n ,  off-design studies were necessary t o   e s t a b l i s h  
engFne performance a t  subsonic speeds for various thrust levels, becauee 
engines providing s u f f i c i e n t   t h r u s t   t o  f ly  a t  the supersonic-zone Mach 
number had t o  be th ro t t l ed  t o  f l y  a t  the subsonlc cruise Mach number 
and the most favorable  a l t i tude.  
Basic values of the various engine desi@p variables were assumed, 
and the  e f f ec t s  of departwee from these values were determined by 
3 m 
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varylng each while holding a l l  others fixed. The effect of the after- 
burner temperature used in the supersonic portion of the flight (zone 
afterburner temperature) was first inveetigated. Then, the effect on 
airplane performance of s u b s t i t u t h ( 3  a convergent nozzle f o r  a 
convergent-divergent nozz le  was detemnined. N e x t ,  the effect  of 
compressor pressure r a t io  and compressor efficiency was evaluated. 
The engine specific weight was changed, and its 3mport;ance determined. 
In turn, the turbine-inlet temperature and air-handling capacity were 
increased , and their  contribution t o  improved bomber performance 
assessed. After the effect of the foregoing changes had been determined 
individually, several of the advantageous improvements that  seemed 
realizable in the foreseeab'le- future were cambined i n t o  w h a t  is called 
the "advanced engine." The effect of changes in compressor preesure 
r a t i o  and afterburner temperature on bamber performance w i t h  the 
advanced engine wae determined, as  W ~ E  performance with an advanced 
engine having no afterburner. 
The performance waa camputed for an initial gross weight of 150,000 
pounds and a combat-zone Mach number of 2 .  The effect of changes in 
the gross w e i g h t  WBE computed f o r  the basic and advanced engines and 
f o r  both flight plans. Two bombers, one w i t h  basic engines and one 
w i t h  admnced engines, were flm over a range of Mach numbers from 
0.9 to 2.5 t o  determine the  effect of flight Mach number on the radius  
of the bcxnber . 
The three  cri t ical   thrust  regions through which the airplane must 
pass and in which it must have sufficient thrust t o  give satisfactory 
performance are (1) at take-off, (2)  in the traneanic region, and (3) 
in the combat z m e .  In this analysis, the drag of the airplane in the 
combat  zone determined the enginethrust requirement. It was assumed 
that the engines were operated a€'rated rotational speed and rated 
turbine-inlet temperature in the combat zone. For the subsonic cruise 
portions of the flight, the afterburner was turned off and the fuel 
flow and rotational speed were reduced t o  provide the  required  thrust. 
A s  the flight Mach number md alt i tude varied, the compressor- 
inlet temperature and, hence, equivalent engine speed varied. The 
variations in cmpressor efficiency and a i r  flaw wlth equivalent engine 
speed given Fn reference 2 and in appendix C of reference 1 were used 
t o  calculate engine performance during flight. Theee variation8 were 
assumed independent of rated compressor pressure r a t i o .  The cornpressor 
pressure ratio also varied w i t h  equivalent engine speed or flight 
condition and was cmputed from the air  flow and turbine-inlet tempera- 
ture w i t h  the assumption that the turbine nozzlee were choked. Through- 
out the report, all values cfted for compressor pressure ratio are . those  occurrlng at  rated  sea-level  static  conditions. 
The engine-inlet diffuser was assumed t o  be of the spike type w i t h  
a translating sp ike .  The total-pressure recovery r a t i o  is sham in 
figure 14 as a function of flight Mach number. 
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Range of Engine Variables 
The e f f e c t s  on airplane performance of independently varying 
the following engine design variablee over the Fndicated ranges were 
computed : 
. .  - 
. . . . .  
Compressor pressure r a t i o  a t  sea level, zero ram . . . .  
klmum compre~lsor adiabatic efficiency . . . . . . . .  
h r b i n e   e f f i c i e n c y  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Equivalent rated air  f l o w  per  un i t  of' compressor 
f r o n t a l  area (area swept by compressor t i p ) ,  
( lb/sec)/sq f t  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Turbine-inlet  temperature, OR . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Zone. afterburner temperature, OR . . . . . . . .  turbine 
compressor frontal area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  specipic weight, ~b/sq ft . o f  
Enghe size, ~b of air/(eec)(lb gross weight) . . . .  
. . .  5 t o 1 5  
0.85 and 0.88 
0.85 and 0.90 2 
. 0, . 
(u 
. .. 18 t o  36 
2000 and 2500 
o u t l e t   t o  3500 
. . 400 t o  800 
0.002 t o  0.008 
The followfng variables were held a t  the  given constant values: 
Primary-cambustor eff ic iency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.95 
Ra t io  of primary-cambustor total-pressure 
loss t o  inlet t o t a l  pressure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.05 
Ratio of prhary-combustor diameter t o  afterburner diameter . . 1.00 
Ratio of inner to  outer  diameter.of  primary combustor . . . . .  0.40 
Ratio of outer diameter of primary combustor 
to   compreesor t ip  diameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.177 
R a t i o  of af terbwzler   f r ic t ion  p essure drop  . .  
t o  inlet dynamic head . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Afterburner  combustion  efficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.85 
For moet of the calculat ione,  uee of a completely variable-area 
convergent-divergent exhaust nozzle w a ~ l  assumed.. The effects on 
performance of using a vartable-area convergent nozz le  were  computed 
f o r  one pa r t i cu la r  engFne canfiguration. 
Basic Engfne 
The first remlts of t he  analpis show t he  e f f ec t ,  for both  f l igh t  
plans, of changes in t h e  basic engine OIJ the bomlpr r e l a t i v e  radius. 
%he compressor and turb ine   e f f ic ienc ies  were assumed paired , the 
low turbine eff ic iency being used with the low compressor eff ic iency.  
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The basic engine is an arterburning engine with a rated  sea-level 
compressor pressure ratio of 7, a maximum adiabatic compressor effi- 
ciency of 0.85, a turbine-inlet temperature of 2000° R, a turbine 
adiabatic efficiency of 0.85, an a i r - h a n d l a  capacity of 27 pounds 
per second per square foo t  of compresaor area, an engine specific weight 
of 650 pounds per square foot of compressor area, and a ccanpletely 
variable-area convergent-divergent nozzle. 
(D 
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N Effects of combat-zone afterburner  t mperature. - The effect of 
crc changes in zone afterburner temperature an bomber relative radius is 
shown in figure 2 (a) for both f l igh t  plane considered. The relative 
radius plotted in figure Z(a) and many of the succeeding figures is 
computed by dividing the bomber radius f o r  the engine configuration and 
f l igh t  plan under consideration by the maximum radius obtainable with 
the basic engine flying the all-supersonic flight plan. The lower 
curve of figure 2(a) represente the performance of a series of bombers 
having various zone afterburner temperatures and, hence, var ious  engine 
sizes, flying an all-supersonic flight p lan .  The upper c w e  represents 
the performance of the same series of bombers f l y i n g  the flight plan 
involving a 5oO-mile supersonic radius t o  slfra from the target, the 
remainder of the flight being made at eubsonic speed. For both sub- 
sonic and supersonic fllght, the airplane was flown at that  alt i tude 
giving maximum range. 
A change in zone afterburner temperature requires a change in 
engine size in order to  sustain constant-speed supersonic flight, an 
increase in afterburner temperature necessitating a decrease in engine 
size. The relation between engine s i z e  (as expressed in terms of air 
f low per unit airplane gross weight) and zone afterburner temperature 
is not unique but is dependent on the flight alt i tude.  The relation 
between zone afterburner temperature and engine size for the alt i tude 
giving maximum supersonic range is shown in figure 2(b) .  An engine 
that handles almost 0.007 pound of a i r  per second per pound of a i r - .  
plane take-off gross weight is  required for f l igh t  a t  a Mach number 
of 2 a t  the most favorable altitude if  the afterburner is inoperative; 
whereas, an engine size of 0.0025 is sufficient with a zone af te r -  
burner temperature of about 3500° R. 
As the engine size and w e i g h t  decrease, with increased zone 
afterburner temperature, more fuel can be carried f o r  a given air- 
plane take-off gross weight, and the airplane drag is decreased 
because of the reduced size of the nacelles. Both the increased 
fuel on board and the decreased drag increase the bomber radius 
( f ig .  2(a)) .  Detrimental t o  increased radius ie the increased specific 
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f u e l  consumptim accompanying increased zone afterburner tempera ture .  
Increasing the zone afterburner temperature and decreasing the engine 
s i z e   r e s u l t  in increased radius of the bomber f ly ing  a l l  supersonically 
u n t i l  the  zone afterburner temperature reaches 25000 R .  For design 
afterburner temperatures above 250O0 R, the engine s i z e  and w e i g h t  
are not reduced s u f f i c i e n t l y  t o  compensate the increased specific f u e l  
conamption, and the airplane radius decreasee. In many of the eub- 
sequent figures, &zl engine size corresponding t o  0 .OO4 pound of aLr 
per second per pound of airplane take-off gross w e i g h t  i s  assumed, 
corresponding t o  a zone afterburner temperature of about 2500° R .  
Factors comparable t o   t h o s e  that fnpLuenced t he  r e l a t ion  between 
r e l a t ive   r ad ius  and afterburner temperature for the all-eupersonic 
flight plan are involved i n  the r e l a t i o n  i l l u s t r a t e d  in the upper 
curve of figure 2(a) .  For the very low values of zone afterburner 
temperature, the engine i e  so large that it must be thrott led back 
for subsonic cruise t o  a t h r u s t  level at which the spec i f i c  fie1 con- 
sumption is greater than the minimum.  A s  the zone afterburner tem- 
perature is increased, the specific fuel consumption f o r  8ubsonic 
cruise decreases and stays near  its m F n i m u m  value, the engfne w e i g h t  
decreases, the f u e l  load increases, and the drag decreases. All the  
previously mentioned fac tors  tend t o  produce an increased radius a t  
subsonic speed. As a r e su l t ,  i n  con t r ad i s t inc t ion  to  the change i n  
re la t ive  rad ius  with zone afterburner temperature for the all-supereonic 
flight plan, wherein re lat ive radiua maximizes a t  some intermediate 
afterburner temperature, the t o t a l  r a d i u s  for the f l i gh t  plan involving 
aubsonic and 500 milse of supersonic cruise increaees continuously 
w i t h  increasing afterburner temperature fn the combat zone. A t  a zone 
afterburner temperature corresponding t o  maximum radius for the a l l -  
eupersonic f l i g h t  plan,  the re la t ive  rad ius  f o r  the 500-mile supersonic 
flight plan is  1.228.  
The r e s u l t s  of f igure 2(a) indicate that  the most desirable zone 
afierburner temperature is dependent on the amount of supersonic 
flight involved in the flight plan. For all-supersonic flight, the 
radius  is r e l a t ive ly  in sens i t i ve  to  afterburner temperature, and 
the most favorable afterburner temperature increases as the  amount 
of supersonic flight decreases. For an airplane that might be expected 
t o  f l y  both flight plans conaidered in figure 2 (a) ,  a good compromiee 
value of zone afterburner temperature would be about 3ooOo R, correspond- 
i n g   t o  an engine s i z e  of approximately 0.003 pound of air f l o w  per 
second per  pound of airplane gross w e i g h t .  
The influence on radius o f  t he  amount of f u e l  C O n f l w m d  and 
the  distance covered in  take-off ,  climb, and acceleration was not 
considered for the data of f igure  2(a) .  Emever, when theee 
factors  were considered, it was found that, for zone after- 
burner temperatures up t o  3000° R, the curves obtained were nearly 
. 
coincident  with  those of figure 2(a). For zone afterburner  tempera- 
tures  above 3WOo R, the engine size  and thrust margins became so 
amall  that  the  airplane  encountered  difficulty in ake-off,  climb, 
and  acceleration.  Take-off  distance  is sham a8 a function of 
zone afterburner  temperature in figure 2 (c) . The take-off  distance 
wae computed  with  the engines assumed  to be operating  at an after- 
burner  temperature of 3500O R during the  take-off  operation. For 
high  values  of zone afterburner  temperature,  which  correspond  to 
amall engFne s i z e s ,  thrust  margins  are small and long  take-off 
distances  reeult. If take-off distances less than 5000 feet  are 
required,,the canbat-zme afierburner  temperature  must be lhited to 
3000O R or less. Thus,  the afterburner temperatues  for maxfmum 
range on the  all-supersonic  flight plan and f o r  acceptable  take-off 
distance  are  nearly  the same, and no compromise of take-off  distance 
is  required  to  obtain  maximum  all-supersonic ra ge. The thruet 
margh Fn the transmic-speed range w a s  a l s o  investigated  for  several 
afterburner  temperatures in the range of interest. A l l  airplanes 
investigated had eufficient t h a t  to  accelerate through this 
second  critical  region. ._- 
Maneuverability in the  combat zone, expressed as  the  normal  load 
factor  the  airplane can sustain  without loes of  speed or altitude, 
is shown in figure 2 (a) .  A load factor  of  unity  correBponds to level, 
unaccelerated  flight. The data  of  figure 2(d) are all for a maneu- 
vering  afterburner  temperature of 3500° R; and, therefore,  for a 
zone afterburner  temperature of 3500° R, a load factor of unity is 
obtained. As the zone afterburner temperature  is  decreased,  the 
maneuverability  or normal load factor  increases.  Maneuverability 
at a zone af’terburner temperature of 350° E could be obtained by 
ipcreasing  the  afterburner  temperature  above 35Wo R during  maneuver- 
ing, by the use of s m e  other  thruet-augmentation  method, or by 
decreasing  the  flight  altitude. Any maneuvering would result fn a 
decrease In airplane  radius. For a zone afterburner  temperature of 
3000° R, a n m a l  load  factor  of  approximately 1.3 can be obtained , 
at a flight  Mach  number  of 2, by increasing  the afterburner tempera- 
t u r e  to 3500O R. 
Inasmuch  as  the  radiue  for  the  all-supersonic  flight  plan wa8 
relatively Fnsewitive  to zone afterburner  temperature, airplane 
performance f o r  the  all-supersonic  flight  plan  wa8 cmputed f o r  the 
case of 811 engine without an afterburner.  Because  of the abeence 
of  the  afterburner,  it  was  assumed  that  the engine specific  weight 
was decreased 16 percent. Thfs  nonafterburning-enghe  performanca  is 
shown i n .  figures 2(a),  (c), and (a) by the SyItlbOls. While the 
radius obtahed f o r  the  nonafterburning  case  is  nearly  equal  to  the 
dietance  is  rather  great  (about 6600 ft,  fig. 2(c)). The maneuver- 
ability or normal load factor  is  unity  at  the  design  Mach  number 
and altitude . 
L maximum radius obtainable for afterburning engines, the  take-off 
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From consideration of t he  e f f ec t  of zone afterburner temperature 
on airplane performance it may be concluded tha t ,  fo r  t he  bas i c  engine, 
t yp ica l  of current  turbojet  englnes, an afterburner is desirable .  If 
t h e  flight p l a n  is a l l  BupersonFc, , t h e   a l r p l m b   r a d i u s   i e   r e l a t i v e l y  
insensitive to afterburner temperature; although, if the engine ha8 
no afterburner, the take-off, cllmb, and accelerat ion performance is 
impaired. AB t he  amount of subsonic. flight in t h e  flight p l a n  
increases, t h e  zcme afterburner temperature gid&g maximum radiue 
increases. 
Effect  of convergent nozzle. - The foregoing resul ts  were obtained 
with the engines aSSumed equipped with convergent-divergent nozzlee of 
var iab le  throa t  and variable expansion ratio. The ElUbStitUtion  of a 
simple convergent nozzle with variable t h r o a t  puts a great penalty 
on the  range of the supersonic bomber, as s h m  in figure 3, where 
ths radius  of the.bomber i s  plot ted against  the combat-zone after- 
burner temperature. A t  an afierburner temperature of 2500° R, there  
is approximately a 13-percent decrease in the   rad ius  of the bomber 
f o r   t h e   f l i g h t  plan involving only 500 miles of eupersonic radius. 
A t  t h e  same afterburner temperature, there  is a 24-percent decrease 
in r ad ius   fo r   t he  bomber flying. all mpersonical ly  at a Mach number 
of 2 .  
The engines f o r  8 given thrust requirement are conalderably 
larger for ES given afterburner temperature when a convergent nozzle 
is used in place of a convergent-divergent nozzle. Accordingly, when 
the afterburner temperature 1s increased t o  reduce t h e  engine s i z e  
and weight, more of an advantage in relative radius  i s  obtainable 
wFth the convergent nozzle than with the canvergent-divergent nozzle. 
The previously discussed results have a l l  been based on t he  
assumption of an ideal, InfFnitely variable, canvergent-divergent 
nozzle. If the losses in a recently investigated translating-plug-type 
nozzle are Fncluded, the  rad ius  for  the  a l l -mpera&ic  flight p l a n  Fs 
decreased about 13 percent, the radius  for the  flight plan involving 
500 miles of supersmic flight is decreased approximately 10 percent, 
and the take-off distance is increased 2 percent. 
Effect  of rated cmpressor pressure r a t i o  and compressar and 
turbine eff ic iencies .  - The e f f ec t  of changes in rated compressor 
pressure   ra t io  and maxlmum compressor and turbine e f f i c i enc ie s  on 
the re la t ive  rad ius  of t he  bomber is shown in  figure 4(a ) .  For ease 
in calculation, a fixed engine size of 0.004 pound of a i r  per second 
per pound of gross w i g h t  a t  take-off was assumed, with a resu l t ing  
zone afterburner temperature of approxfmately 2500° R. As the pressure 
r a t i o  and the efficiency of the compressor and turbine wwre changed, 
a small adjustment in afterburngr temperature was necessary  to  match .. 
the-a i rp lane  drag  and the ava&@ble thrust a t  the   a l t i t yde  for beat 
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range. Other values f o r  t h e  engine w i t h  a convergent-divergent nozzle 
were a turbine-inlet  temperature of 2000' R, an air-handling capacity 
of 27 pounds per secmd per E Q W ~  foo t  af cmpressor  area, an 
engine spec i f i c  w e i g h t  of 650 pounds per square foot of compressor 
area, and a supersonic Mach number in the combat zone of 2. The value 
of compressor pressure r a t i o  shown on the  absc issa  1s the pressure 
r a t i o   o f   t h e  engine a t  rated speed under sea- level  static conditions. 
For an engine equipped w i t h  a campressor having a maximum e f f i -  
ciency of 0.85 and a constant  turbine eff ic iency of the same value, 
t h e   r e l a t i v e   r a d i u s   f o r   t h e  500-mile supersonic flight plan is 
r e l a t i v e l y   i n s e n e i t i v e   t o  changes in rated compressor pressure r a t i o  
from 7 t o  15. For the bmber f l y k g  a t  supersonic speed throughout 
its e n t i r e  flight, any ra ted cmpreesor  pressure rat io  between 4 and 
10 gives nearly maximum radius .  The r e s u l t s  of these calculat ions and 
the conclueioni3 drawn frm the data are a l l  based on the supposition 
that the engine spec i f i c  w e i g h t  is unaffected by changes in campressor 
pressure ratio.  Should this  not be the case, the effect of cmpressor 
pressure   ra t io  must be evaluated w i t h  the var ia t ion  in engine spec i f i c  
w e i g h t  w i t h  compressor pressure ratio considered. Such an evaluation 
can be made through the appl ica t ion  of one of the succeeding figures. 
When the component e f f i c i enc ie s  are raised t o  a maxim of 
0.88 f o r  the compressor and 0.90 f o r  the turbine, the cmpressor  
p re s su re  r a t io  fo r  maximum radiue increases somewhat, al though the 
e f f e c t  is small f o r  the all-supersonic flight plan. For this  flight 
plan, the increase in component e f f ic ienc ies  increases  the  radius 
approximately 8 percent. The same increase in cmponent  eff ic iencies  
produced increases ln radius  f o r  the 500-mile supersonic flight plan 
of 14 and 2 1  percent a t  rated compressor pressure ratios of 7 and 12, 
respect ively.  
Another f a c t o r   t o  be considered in the selection of compressor 
pressure  ra t io  and the evaluation of benefits t o  be derived from 
increased component eff ic iencies  is their  effect on cmbustor  ve loc i t iea .  
Both primary-cambustor and a f te rburner  velocities are shown as Rrnctions 
o f  compressor pressure r a t i o  in figure 4(b). Afterburner ve loc i t i e s  
are well below 500 feet  per second f o r  all compressor pressure   ra t ios  
and component efficiencies considered. A pressure  ra t io  of a t  least 
7 is required w i t h  t h e  lower ef f ic iency  componenta in order t o  keep 
the prlmary-combustor Fnlet veloci ty  below 100 f e e t  p e r  second. The 
data shown in figure 4 indicate that, f o r  an engine w i t h  current 
component e f f i c i enc ie s ,  a compressor pressure rat io  of  about  7 gives 
nearly maximum radius  for the al l -supersonic  flight plan. For the 
flight plan incorporating 500 miles of supersonic flight, a pressure 
r a t i o  of 10 gives nearly maximum radius .  These r e s u l t s  are based 011 
the assumption that engine spec i f i c  w e i g h t  is fndependent of compressor 
pressure  ra t io .  
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Effect of englne specific weight. - In the long-range bomber 
under consideration,  the gross w e i g h t  is held  fixed and an$ decreaee - 
i n  weight of s t ructure ,  engine, o r  fue l  tank  resu l t s  in an increase 
in  fuel-carrying capabi l i ty .  The ef fec t  of exchanging engine weight 
for f u e l  is shown in f igure 5, where the  bomber r e l a t ive  radius is 
plotted against rated compressor pressure rat io  for  the -two flight 
p l a n s  considered and for engine. specif ic  weights of 400, 600, and 800 
pounds per square foot of cmpreeeror area.  Other canstants for this 
data  are  engine s i z e  of 0.004 pound of a i r  per second per pound of 
take-off gross weight, compressor eff ic iency of 0.85, t u rb ine  e f f i -  
ciency of 0.85, turbine-inlet temperature 2000° R, an ideal convergent- 
divergent exhaust nozzle, and air-handling capacity of 27 pounde per 
second per square foot of compressor area. 
.- . . 
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A decreaae in  engine specific weight from 600 t o  400 pounds per 
square foot a t  a compressor pressure rat io  of 7.. increases the relative 
radiue for each flight plan approximately 8.5 percent. For an engine 
specif ic  weight of 650 pounds per square foot of cmpreseor area, 
the engine weighs approximately 15 percent of the gross weight i n  
the bomber, a s  compared wlth approximately 27 percent in the  f igh ter  
o f  reference 1. Therefore, engine spec i f ic  weight is coneiderably 
less Important for the  bomber than f o r  the local defense fighter of 
reference 1. The large difference in the re la t ive  engine weight 
between the bomber &d ths f igh te r  of refersace 1 f a  ch ief ly  the  
reeul t  of the greater maneuverabili%y requirements of the  f igh ter  
a t  t h e  high-speed, high-altitude flight conditions. These large 
differences in engine weight indicate that the bomber engine epecif ic  
weight may be relat ively  high and still not Jeopardize performance. 
Specifically,  if an Fncrease of 3 points in efficiency of the compressor 
and 5 points in the eff ic iency of the turbine can be made with less 
than a 66-percent Fncrease in engine specific weight, such a change ie 
advantageous in providing increased radius for the bomber flying the 
f l i g h t  plan involving 500 mile8 a t  supersonic speeds. 
. -- 
Effect of turbine-inlet  temperature. - By increasing the turbine- 
inlet temperature, the same work can be extracted frm the turbine with 
a decreased turbine p res su re  drop. With the  turbine pressure drop 
diminiehed, the pressure ratio across the exhaust nozzle is increaeed, 
with the r e s u l t ,  for a given exhaust-gas temperature, of an increaee 
in  engine thrust. The ef fec t  of increased turbine-inlet temperatme 
on bomber performance is shown in figure 6(a )  , where relat ive  radiue 
for both bomber f l ight  plans ~ E I  plotted against  rated campreasor 
pressure rat io  for two turbine-inlet temperatures. Two-percent bleed 
from the  cornpressor was used t o  cool the turbine a t  a turbine- inlet  
temperature of 250O0 R, in accordance with the analysia of.reference 3. 
The bleed air ,  af ter  cool ing the turbine,  was returned t o   t h e   t a i l  
P i p e .  
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For the  f l ight plan with the 5OO-mi le  supersonic radius, the 
increase in turbine-inlet temperature f m m  2000' t o  2500' R hae a 
relatively slight effect on radius f o r  rated ccanpressor pressure 
ratios up t o  sbout 9. For higher pressure ratios the effect is 
increased, and a compressor pressure ratio of 12 and a turbine- 
inlet temperature of 2500' R provide a radius  approxWtely 7 per- 
cent  greater  than  the maximum attainable for a turbine-inlet tempera- 
ture of 2000° R. 
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For the all-supersonic P l i g h t  p l an ,  the effect of increased 
turbine-inlet temperature FS greater at a l l  values of cmpressor 
pressure ra t io .  The compressor preseure r a t i o  giving maximum radius 
increases frm about 7 a t  a turbine-inlet temperature of 2O0O0 R t o  
approxhately 12 at  a turbine-inlet temperature of  250O0 R. The 
maximum radius a t  a turbine-inlet temperature of 2500' R is 20 percent 
greater than the maxFmum a t  a turbine-inlet temperature of 20000 R. 
The combined effects of changes in turbine-inlet temperature 
and compressor pressure ratio on the afterburner-inlet velocity are 
shown in  figure 6(b). For compressor pressure ratioe of interest 
f o r  a aupersonic bomber, between 7 and 12, there is l i t t l e   e f f e c t  
of the turbine-inlet temperatures inveetigated on the afterburner- 
inlet  velocities, and the velocities a r e  a l l  l o w  enough t o  afford 
efficient combwt ion. 
Effect of air-handling capacity. - An increaee in the air-handling 
capacity improves the performance of the airplane for two reasme: 
(1) the increase reduces the drag of the engine nacelles, and (2) a 
decrease in the area f o r  a given a i r  flow will decrease the engine 
weight proportimately, because enghe weight is aesumed t o  be directly 
proportional t o  the engine cmpressor area. In the preeent investi- 
gation, all values of air-handling capacity cited &re the values at  
rated sea-level s t a t i c  conditions. 
The effect of air-handllng capacity on the radius of the bomber 
is s h m  in figure 7(a) f o r  three rated compressor pressure ratios 
and the two flight plans under caneideration. The other engine 
variables are the aame as  for the basic engine, and the engine size 
corresponde t o  0.004 pound of a i r  per second per pound of take-off 
gross weight, with a zone afterburner temperature of approximately 
2500° R. The increase in radius with Increased a*-handling capacity 
is about the same for the three pressure ratios investigated. Increasing 
the compressor air flow frm 27 t o  33 pounds per secand per equare 
foot increases the radius for the flight plan Fnvolving the 500-mile 
eupersonic radius approximately 8 percent; for the all-supereonic 
f l igh t  plan,  the increase is about 11 percent. Relative radius increased 
a t  a reduced rate with an increase in air-handling capacity, because 
a given increment of air-handling capacity has less effect on both the 
airplane drag and the engine w e i g h t  a t  high air-handling capacities. 
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Increasing the air-bandling capacity has an adverse effect  on 
velocit ies throughout the engine.. Figure 7(b) inaicates that, f o r  a 
rated compressor pressure rat io  o f  7, the air-handling capacity is 
limited t o  about 27 pounde per equare foot of compressor frontal area 
t o  maintain the prlmary-combustor in le t   ve loc i ty  below 100 feet per 
eecmd. At a pressure  ra t io  of 12, a velocity of a 100 feet  pe r  
second i s  not reached until the  gis-handling capacity of the engine 
has exceeded 40 pounds per second per square foot of cmpreesor area. 
For gir-handling capacities below 36 pounds p e r  second p e r  square 
foot ,  the af te rburner -Wet  ve lac i ty  is less than 5aO f ee t  pe r  second. 
Advanced &&ne 
The foregoing sections of this repor t  indicate the a f f e c t s  of 
independent changes in afterturner temperature,. cOmponent. efficiency, 
turbine-.inlet temperature, compreseor pressure ratio, type of exhaust 
nozzle, air-handling capacity, and engine epecific weight on the 
performance  of the supersonic bomber. Several of the previouelg 
discussed beneficial e f f e c t s  are combined in this sec t ion  in to  w h a t  
m i g h t  be cal led an "advanced engine, " that is, an engine realiz- 
future  scheduled developments in the performance of several  of the 
components. The advanced engine,had a maxfmum compressor eff ic iency 
of 0.88 , a turb ine- in le t  temperature of 2500' R, a turbine eff i- 
ciency of 0.90, a convergent-divergent nozzle, and an air-handllng 
capacity of 33 pounds per  second-per square foo t .  The rated cmpres- 
s o r  pressure rat io  and zone afterburner temperature were .varied t o  
determine the e f f e c t  of changes..in them the re la t ive   rad iue  of 
a bomber equipped with advanced enginea. 
. .  
" 
Effects  of rated cmp,ressor pressure r a t l a  and engine epeclf ic  
weight. - The effecte  of rated compressor preasure rat io  and engine 
spec i f i c  w e i g h t  on the radius  of the supersonic- bomber are shown in 
prl 
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figure 8 for-an engine s i z e  of 0.004  po&d of a i r  per second per 
pound of gross weight. As previous ly  i l lus t ra ted  for  a turbine- 
inlet temperature of 25W0 A, t h e  data in t h i s  figure ehow a continu- 
ous increase in re lat ive radius  with increasing rated compressor 
pressure  ra t io  for the flight plan involving 500 miles of supersonic 
radius.  A n  increaee in compressor pressure r a t i o  from 7 t o  1 2  a t  a 
fixed engine weight of 600 pounds per square foo t  r e su l t s  in an increase 
in the r e h t i v e  r a d i u s  of more than 13 percent. There is much lese 
e f fec t  fo r  t he  a l l - eupe r smic  f l i gh t  plan, and l i t t l e  Increase 'In 
radiue can be gained by increasing the rated campressor pressure r a t i o  
above 9. 
All these r e s u l t s  were calculated on the basis of engine specif io  
w e i g h t  invariant with compreseor preesure r a t i o .  The e f f e c t  of 
engine specific weight is  smaller  for  the advanced engine than  for  
" 
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the basic engine, because the advanced engine weighs lees f o r  a given 
thrust. For example, a 33-percent increase in engine weight decreases 
the relative radius 6 percent. This compares w i t h  a 9-percent change 
in radius for the same change in specific.weight of the basic engine. 
Effect of combat-zone afterburner temperature. - The effect of 
afterburner temperature on bomber radius when the bomber is equipped 
with an advanced afterburning enghe having a rated compressor pres- 
sure r a t i o  of 12 is shown in figure 9. Performance with basic engines 
having a compressor pressure ratio of 7 Fs also included f o r  compari- 
son. For the advanced engine and the flight plan involving 500 miles 
of supersonic cruise, the total radius ie relatively ineensit ive t o  
the afterburner temperature used in the combat zone. For the all- 
supersonic f l igh t  plan, the nonoperattve afterburner provides maximum 
radius. With the advanced engine the gains afforded by afterburning, 
that is, smaJler engines and reduced airplane drag, do not balance 
the increased fuel consumption of the afterburner, inaamuch as the 
engines are  relatively small. 
From a comparison of maximum rad i i  in  a l l  cases, it can be seen 
from figure 9 that, for both flight plans, the advanced engine provides 
increases in radius of about 36 percent over that  for  the  basic engine. 
These maxFmum r a d i i  occur a t  widely differing values of zone afker- 
burner temperature. The increase in radius is greater than the sum 
of the increases attributable to the individual changee. 
Comparison of advanced engines with and without afterburner. - 
Because. radius for both  flight p l a n s  i s  near maxlmum when cruising in 
the combat zone with the afterburner Inoperative, an inmetigation 
m a  made t o  determine the effect of canpressor pressure r a t i o  on 
bomber performance f o r  an advanced engine without the  afterburner. 
The engine specific weight waa reduced 16 percent t o  account for  the 
removal of the afterburner. The resu l te  are shown for the t w o  different 
flight p lans  in figure 10. For both flight pLads the radius increases 
continuously with an increase in rated campressor pressure r a t i o .  The 
foregoing results w e r e  computed with the asemption of a constant 
engine specific weight, and the engine size wa8 selected f o r  t he   a l t i -  
tude  giving maximum Bupersonic range. 
A comparison o f  figures 9 and 10 indicates  that, f o r  the advanced 
engine (compressor pressure r a t io  of 12), removing the afterburner 
provides a radius  f o r  the 500-mile supersonic f l igh t  plan only 4 per- 
cent less than the maximum afterburning radius. For the all-supersonic 
flight plan, the maximum radius,  which was e h m  in figure 9 t o  occur 
with the afterburner inoperative, ie further increased about 3.5 percent 
by removing the afterburner. A further comparison of the bomber  powered 
by advanced afterburning and nonafterburning engines was made t o  determine 
the effect on take-off distance and maneuverability. The afterburning 
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engine was sized 80 aa to   r equ i r e  an afterburner temperature of 280Qo R 
in   t he  combat z m e  and was operated a t  an a f t e r b m e r  temperature of 
35000 R during take-off and maneuvering. Such a choice favored beet 
performance for the 500-mile supersonic flight plan a t   t h e  expense of 
all-supersonic range, take-off distance, and maneuverability. The 
lower t h rus t  per pound of a i r  flqw obtained frcm the engine without 
the af'terburner requimd an engine size 43 percent larger than that 
f o r h e  engine with the afterburner.  The airplane take-off dietance 
and maneuverability are a s  fo l lows  : 
1 
Maneuverability, normal 
load factor 1.4 1 .o 
- ." . i 
Effect of Flight Mach Number 
The ef fec t  of f l i g h t  Mach number on the relative radius was 
investigated for two d i f fe ren t  bombers, m e  quipped   wi th   the   bas ic  
engine and the other with an advanced engine.. The engine sizes -re 
0.004 and 0.003 pound of air  per-secmd per-pound of take-off groes 
weight, respectively. The ent i re  cruise  por t Ian  of t he  f l i gh t  was 
made a t  constant Mach number. The result8. are shown in figure 11. The 
change in relative radius with flight Mach number is the same f o r  
both bombers. Maximum range l a  afforded at a Mach number of 0.9. 
Maximum range &t supersonic speeds occurs a t  a Mach number e l igh t ly  
above 2.0. 
A t  8 Mach number of 2.0, a bomber equipped with advanced engines 
w i l l  fly 27 percent farther than one using the basic engine. The 
spec i f ic  fue l  collsumption of the. &dvanCed engine is about 14 percent 
less than that of the basic engine. The 25-percmt reduction in  
engine w e i g h t  increases the amount of f u e l  an board and adds another 
11 percent t o  the radius.  The improved l i f t - d r a g   r a t i o  due to Elmaller * 
enginee accounts for the  remalnigg 2-percent improvement in radiue. 
In the subsonic region, a t  a Mach number of 0.9, the  re la t ive  range 
is about 43 percent better for the advanced engine. The greater  
improvement in the subsonic region is due prfncipally to the fac t  t ha t  
the specific fuel cmeumption for the advanced engine with a r a t e d  
compresaor preesure ratio of 12 and a turbine-inlet temperature of 
250O0 R is about 25 percent less during throt t led operat ion than f o r  
the basic engine. The remainder of the improvement I s  due t o  the 
decreased engine weight and s l igh t ly  imprwed l i f t - d r a g   r a t i o .  
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Effect of Bamber Gross Weight 
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The effect of gross weight on the relative radius of the airplane 
powered by a basic and by an advanced afterburning engine is canpared 
in figure 12. The basic engine size was held constant a t  0.004 pound 
of air per second per pound of airplane gross weight. The advanced 
engine was sized s o  that no afterburning would be required in the 
combat zone. The results of figure 12 indicate a consistent fncrease 
in relative radius as the bmber gross weight is increased. The  ra te  
of increase of the relative radius decreases, however, wlth increasbg 
@-ass wei&t, inasmuch as the bmb load becomes a decreasing percentage 
of the gross weight. When the gross weight is doubled from 100,000 t o  
200,000 powds,  the to ta l  radius f o r  the bomber f-g the 500-mile 
supersonic flight p l a n  increases 13 percent f o r  both engines. The 
effect of 811 engine parameter such as cmpreseor pressure ratio o r  
a f t 8 r b ~ ~ n e r  temperature rm airplane performance was e h m  Fn reference 
1 t o  be relatively independent of airplane gross w e i g h t .  Therefore, 
although presented in this report for an airplane poser weight of  
150,000 pounds, the results are applicable t o  airplanes having somewhat 
different -08s weights. 
SUMMARY OF RESUZTS 
c 
An analysis was made of the  turbojet engine 88 the parer plant 
f o r  a bomber-type airplane having a design supersonfc Mach number of 
plane radius, for an all-supersonic fli@t plan, is relatively in- 
sensitive t o  afterburner temperature. For a flight plan Involving 
a relatively large amount of subsonic flight, the t o t a l  radius increases 
as the zone afterburner temperature is increased. Regardless of the 
amount of supersonic cmim, in order t o  ensure mfficient  thrust 
d u r i n g  take-off, climb, and acceleration, the afterburner temperature 
in level, unaccelerated supersonic flight should probably not exceed 
30000 R. 
- 2. For turbojet engines haw currently  available canponmts, a i r -  
Based on the assumption that engine specific weight is Independent 
of cmpressor  preseure  ratio , the alrplane r & d i u ~  for currently  avail- 
able cmponents is relatively insensitive t o  compressor preseure r a t i o .  
For an all-supersonic flight plan, compresaor preseure ra t ios  up t o  
9 give nearly maximum performance. If the flight plan has only a 
500-mile radius a t  supersonic speeds with the remainder of the flight 
a t  subsonic velocities, the cmpreseor pressure r a t i o  givFng m a x i m u m  
radius is approximately 12. 
- The w e  of a  variable-area convergent nozzle rather than a 
variable-area convergent-divergent nozzle penalizes the airplane radius 
as  much 8s 24 percent, depending on the amount of supersonic f l igh t  
included in the flight plan. 
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Engine specifio weight has 8 r e l a t ive ly  amall e f fec t  on bomber- 
type airplane performance, with a 64-percent change In engine specif ic  
weight changing the  to ta l  rad ius  about 18 percent for 8 f l igh t  p lan  
involving 500 miles at a Mach e b e r  of 2. This change in  spec i f ic  
weight has about the same ef fec t  on airplane -radius ai! a change of 
about 4 point8 in the eff ic ienciee of both the compressor and turbine.  
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Increasing the turbine-inlet temperature fram 20000 t o  250O0 R 
has a beneficial  effect  on airplane radius,  especially at  the higher 
values of compreesor pressure rat io .  For a f l i g h t  plan  incorporating 
500 milee a t  a Mach number of 2,  a compreesor preesure  ra t io  of 1 2  
and a turbine-inlet temperature of 250O0 R gave 8 radiufl 7 percent 
greater than the maximu obtained for a turbine-inlet temperature of 
2000° R. For an al l -supersonic  f l ight  plan, the radius may be increased 
as much ae 20 percent f o r  the -same increase in turbine-inlet tempera- 
tu re  and cmpressor pressure r a t i o .  . -  
An increase in air-handling capacity from 27 t o  33 pounds per 
second per square foot of frontal area incre.ased. t-he to ta l  rad iu8  8 
percent f o r  t h e   f l l g h t  plan involving 500 miles a t  supersonic speeds. 
For the   a l l -supersonic   f l ight  plan, the  increase . . ." -. . in radius  m e  11 
percent. 
." . 
.. . 
"- - " ." 
For an advanced engine ( m e  embodying simultaneous Fmprovements 
in turbine-inlet temperatures, compgnent eff ia iencies ,  and a i r -  
handling cagacity), the airplane maximum radiue was about 36 percent 
greater  than that obtained f o r  an engine embodying current engine 5 
components. This increase in radius was essentially independent of 
the amount of Bupersanic cruise incorporated in t h e  flight plan. The 
combined ef fec t  of several  improvemente in the en@-ine cimponents is 
greater than the sum of the.   Individual  effects.  
T 
For the advanced engine, removing the afterburner gave near- 
maximum perf omnance for  bo th  fU&t plank cansidered. However, the 
airplane had the disadvantage of having no maneuverability a t  the 
design eupemonic flight condition. 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Cleveland, Ohio, January 28, 1954 
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For ease in computing the drag of the bomber, it was assumed that 
the  aircraft  consisted of a delta-wing design with a low-drag f’uf3elage 
and with engines mounted in nacelles. Total drag was computed from 
the superposition of the w i n g ,  fuselage, and nacelle drag. 
Fuselage 
The fuselage was assumed t o  be a low-drag body, 8 feet in diameter, 
with a fineness ratio of 12. The surface t o  frontal area was taken 
as  34.5. The pressure drag coefficient was cmuputed from figure6 30 
and 32 of reference 1. Variatione of friction drag and pressure drag 
coefficient with Mach number were assumed as  in reference 1. 
Nacelles 
The engine nacelles were aseumed t o  have a length-diameter r a t i o  
of 9. They were made up of three lmgitudinally equal seotims: the 
cowl, a truncated cone; the center sectim, cylindrical; and the aft, 
section, cylindrical with a 70 boattail .  The pressure drag coefficients 
f o r  the cowl and aft sect ions were cmputed f’rcx~ figures 30, 33, and 34 
of reference 1. The f r ic t ion drag coefficient for the entire nacelle 
was Oaken frm figure 31 of reference 1. 
The delta wing assumed f o r  the b d e r  had an aspect  ratio 2.0 and 
a thickness-chord ra t io  of 0.05. The zero-lift pressure drag coeffi- 
cient for the w i n g  was assumed t o  have a constant value of 0.0058 above 
a Mach number of 1.0. The variation of the 
i n  drag coefficient divided by the square of the lift 
shuwn in figure 13. The data were obtained frm references 4 and 
The variation in the  friction  drag  coefficieht  with Mach number is 
shown in figure 31 of reference 1. The tail drag was aseumed t o  be 
20 percent of the wing zero-lift drag. 
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(a) 500 Nautical miles at supersonic speeds. 
Distance, nautical miles 
(b) All supersonic. 
Figure 1. - Flight plans. 
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Combat-zone afterburner temperature, % 
(a) Bcrmber re lat ive radius. 
Figure 2. - Effects of cmbat-zone afterburner tempera.ture. Rated com- 
pressor pressure ratio, 7; m a x h  campreasor efficiency, 0.85; tur-  
bine efficiency, 0.85; turbine-inlet temperature, 2000° R; convergent- 
square foot ;  engine specific welght, 650 pounds per square foot; cabat-  
. divergent nozzle; air-handling capacity, 27 pounds per second per 
: zone Mach number, 2. 
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14 roo 2200 2600 3ooo 3400 3800 
Cmbat-zone afterburner temperature,  ?R 
(b) Engfne size. 
Figure 2.  - Continued. E f f e c t s  of cmbat-zone af terburner  temperature .  
Rated compressor pressure ratio,  7;  msximum compressor e f f i c i ency ,  
0.85; t u rb ine  e f f i c i ency ,  0.85; tu rb ine- in le t  t empera ture ,  2000' R; 
convergent-divergent nozzle;  air-handling capacity,  27 pounds pe r  
second per square foot ;  engine specific weight, 650 pounds per square 
foo t ;  cmbat-zone Mach number, 2. 
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( c )  Bomber take-off diatance. 
1800 2200 2600 . 3000 3400 3800 
Combat-zone afterburner temperature, % 
(a) Bcmber maneuverabflity. 
Figure 2.  - Concluded. Effects of conibat-zone afterburner  temperature. 
Rated CcmrpreS8Or pressure  rat io ,  7; maximum compressor e f f i c i e n c y ,  
0.85; turbine  e f f ic iency ,  0.85; turbine-inlet temperature, 2000' R ;  
convergent-divergent nozzle3 sir-handling capacity, 27 pounde per 
second per square foot; engine  spec i f ic  weight, 650 pounds per square 
foot;  combat-zone Mach number, 2 .  
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Figure 3.  - Cmparative radius of bomber wlth convergent and convergent- 
divergent exhaust nozelee. Rated ccanpressor pressure ratio, 7; maxi- 
mum compreesor efficiency, 0.85; turbine efflciency, 0.85; turbine- 
in l e t  temperature, 2000' R ;  air-handling capacity, 27 pounds per Bec- 
on& per square foot; engine speclfic weight, 650 pounds par equme 
foot ;  canbat-zone Mach number, 2 .  
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E f f i c i e n c y  
Cmpressor  Turbine 
" 
0.85 0.85 "- . aa .90 
Rated c m p r e s s o r  p r e s s u r e  r a t i o  
(a)  Banber relative  radius.   Convergent-divergent nozzle; engine specific 
weight, 650 pounds per square foot ;  engine size, 0.004 pound per second 
per pound gross weight. . .  
. . .  
Figure 4 .  - Effects of campressor pressure r a t i o  ana compressor and tur-  
b ine  e f f i c i enc ie s .  Turb ine - in le t  temperature, 2000' R; air-handling 
capacity,  27 pounds per second. per sqmre  f o o t ;  combat-zone Mach 
number, 2 .  
. -  . .  
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3 5 7 9 l l  13 
Rated canpressor pressure ratio 
(b) Ccmibustion-chamber v e l o c i t i e s .  
Figure 4 .  - Concluded. E f f e c t s  of c-essor pressure ratio and coqres- 
8 6  and turbine  efficienciee.  Turbine-inlet  temperature, 2000° R; sir- 
handling capacity, 27 pounds per second per square foot; canbat-zone 
Mach number, 2. 
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.a 5 7 9 l l  15 
Rated compressor pressure r a t i o  
F w r e  5 .  - Effect of engine specif ic  weight and ccnupressar pressure r a t io  
OD baaiber relative radius. pfaximum campressor efficiency, 0.85; turbine 
efficiency, 0.85; turbine-inlet temperature , 2000° R; &-handling capa- 
city, 27 pounds per second per square foot; convergent-divergent nozzle; 
combat-zone Mach number, 2; eIIgi.De s i ze ,  0.004 pmnd per Second per 
pound gross weight. 
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(a) Barber relative radius. Cmvergent-divergent nozzle; engine apecific 
weight, 650 paunds per square foot; engine s i ze ,  0.004, pound per second 
per pound @-om weight. 
Figure 6. - Effects of turbjne-inlet temperature and ccrmpreesm pressure 
ratio. Maximum compressor efflclency, 0 . m ~  turbine efflciemy, 0.85; 
air-handling capacity, 27 pounds per second per e q u m  foot ;  combat- 
erne Mach m b e r ,  2. 
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Rated compressor pressure ratio 
(b) APterburner velocity. 
Figure 6. - Concluded. Effect6 of turbine-inlet temperature and com- 
pressor pressure rat io .  bhximm canpressor efficiency, 0.85; turbine 
efficiency, 0.85; air-handling capacity, 27 pounds per second per 
square foot ;  ccrmbat-zone  Mach  number, 2 .  
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(a) Bmber relative radius. Cowergent-divergent nozzle; 
engine specific w e i g h t ,  650 pounds per square foot; engine 
s ize ,  0.004 pound per second per pound gross weight. 
Figure 7. - Effec ts  o f  air-handling capacity and compressor 
pressure ratio. Uax-lmum compressor ef f ic iency ,  0.85; t u r -  
b ine  efficiency, 0.85; turbine-inlet  temperature,  2000° R; 
cmbat-zone Mach number, 2. 
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(b) Afterburner velocity. 
Figure 7 .  - Concluded. Effects of air-handling capacity and  compreeear 
pressure ratio. Maximum canpressor effickncy, 0.85; turb ine  e f f i c -  
iency,  0.85; turbine-inlet temperature, 2000' R; cabat-zone  Mach 
number, 2 .  
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Figure 8. - Effect of rated canpressor pressure ratio and engine specific 
weight on bomber radius .  Engine size, 0.004 pound of air per second 
per poLind gross weighti  maxfmum ccanpressar e f f i c i e n c y ,  0.88; turbine 
e f f i c i e n c y ,  0.90; turb ine - in le t  temperature, 250O0 R; convergent- 
divergent nozzle3 air-handling capacity, 33 pounds per second per 
square foot; ombat-sone Mach number, 2. 
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Figure 9 .  - C a p a r i s o n  of e f f e c t  of cmbat-zone afterburner temperature 
on bcsdber re lat ive  radius  with basic and advanced enginee. Rated c o w  
pressar  pressure  rat ios ,  7 and 12; maxinnnn compressor e f f i c i e n c i e s ,  
0.85 and 0.88; turbine eff icAencies ,  0.85 and 0.90; turbine- in let  
temperatures, 2000' and 2500 R; convergent-divergent  nozzles; sir- 
handling capacities,  27 and 33 pounds per second per square f o o t ;  
engine specific weight,  650 pounds per equare foot; cmbat-zone Mach 
number, 2 .  
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Rated compressar pressure  ratio 
Figure 10. - Effect of rated compressor pressure ratio i n  advanced engine 
without afterburner on bomber relat ive raclius. piaxjmnnn compressor 
efficiency, 0.88; turbine efficiency, 0.90; turbbe-inlet temperature, 
2500O R; convergent-divergent nozzle; air-handling capacity, 33 pounds 
per second per square foot; engine specific weight, 560 pounds per 
square foot; combat-zone Mach number, 2. 
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Figure ll. - Effect of f l i g h t  Mach number on r e l a t i v e  r a d i u s  of supersonic 
bomber powered by basic and by advanced engines. Rated canpressor pres- 
s u r e  r a t i o s ,  7 and 12; maximum ccrmpressor e f f i c l enc iee ,  0.85 and 0.88; 
t u r b i n e  e f f i c i e n c i e s ,  0.85 and 0..90; turbine- inlet  temperatures ,  Z o o 0 0  
and 2500' R; convergent-divergent nozzles; air-handl ing capaci t ies ,  27 
and 33 pounds per second per square faot; engine specific weight,  650 
pounds per square foot; engine sizes, 0.004 and 0.003 pound per second 
per pound of take-off gross weight. 
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Figure 32. - Effect of g r m s  weight on banibe relative radius when equipped 
with bas ic  end  advanced engines.  Rated compressor pressure ra t fos ,  7 and 
12;  maximum compressor e f f i c i e n c i e s ,  0.85 and 0.88; turb ine  e f f i c i enc ie s ,  
0.85 end 0..90; turbine-inlet temperatures, 2000° and 250O0 R; convergent- 
divergent nozzles; a i r - h e n d l i n g  capacities, 27 and 33 pounds per second 
per square foot; engine spectfic weight, 650 pounds per square foot; 
combat-zone Mach n m b e r ,  2.  
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Figure 13. - Assumed relation betQeen induced-drag factor and fll@t Mach 
number for  d e l t a  w h g  . 
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Figure 14. - Assumed r e h t i o n  betyeen diffuser pressure recovery ratio and flight Mach 
number. 
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